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ABSTRACT: Parallel mechanism has the advantages of great rigidity, high precision, strong load capacity, etc,
combining with the needs of People's daily production, limited-DOF parallel mechanism, with the advantages of
simple structure, convenient production and installation and easy drive control, has become the focus that people
concerned. This paper, focusing on the design of parallel mechanism with 3 degrees of freedom (DOF), has carried
out researches on degree of freedom analysis, kinematics analysis and simulation platform design. Firstly, the
structure of 3-PSP parallel mechanism and the specific distribution of degree of freedom have been analyzed, and
then the closed vector loop method and transformation matrix are used to get the inverse solution and positive
solution of inverse solution of kinematics and positive solutions are obtained kinematics and positive solutions are
obtained, finally, three-dimensional simulation software is used to verify the expected result. It turns out that the
simulation results and expected results are the same, providing guidance for subsequent experimental study.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the parallel mechanism configuration research is to design mechanism configuration which can
achieve specific movement properties (the number of degrees of freedom and characteristics of degrees of freedom
can meet expectation), namely, the number of kinematics chains and spatial arrangement, the type and number of
components and kinematic pair and spatial arrangement, and according to the task requirement and specific
performance index, select the optimal configuration [1-2]. Limited-DOF parallel mechanism, with the advantages of
larger working space, simple structure of driven joints, high precision of manufacturing and assembly, convenient
drive control and low cost, has become the focus of researchers all over the world [3-4].

Hunt and other researchers have studied enumeration method based on calculation formula of the G-K degrees of
freedom, by calculation formula of degrees of freedom and the demanding number of degrees of freedom, the
number of kinematic pair of every kinematic chain can be inferred, and then enumerate the type and number and
others of kinematic pair. Ghasem [5] and other researchers have studied kinematical modeling of two rotational and
one translational parallel mechanism with three degrees of freedom of specific configuration, forming uniform
kinematics model. Chinese scholar Hao Qi [6], in order to improve dynamic response ability of parallel mechanism
under the condition of high speed and high acceleration movement, has proposed dynamic feedforward control
method of parallel mechanism dynamics with external force disturbances rejection effect, finally, the simulation is
used to prove validity of the method. Huang Peng [7] has purposed a 3-PSP parallel mechanism with 3-DOF which
can achieve one translational and two rotational motions, and meanwhile 3-PSP mechanism has accompanying
motions, finally, the mechanism is proved to fully suitable for parallel module in hybrid series-parallel frame. Zhao
Yongsheng[8] and others have purposed a force analysis method for overconstrained parallel mechanism, this
method has defined stiffness matrix of the supporting limb’s constraints wrenches, a general analytical expression
for the solution of the constraint wrenches is derived by taking elastic deformations of the links and actuators into
account.

This paper, taking 2R1T-3PSP as the research object, starts design. Firstly, according to the structural characteristics
of 3-PSP parallel mechanism, traditional degrees of freedom formulas CGK and screw theory are used to analyze
the number of DOF and specific distribution, determining the output variables of the end for later research on
kinematics; secondly, the kinematics and motion performance of parallel mechanism are carried out study; finally,
kinematics and dynamics simulation of the parallel mechanism are processed.
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DEGREE OF FREEDOM ANALYSIS

The 3-PSP parallel mechanism is a kind of parallel mechanism which has completely parallel 3-DOF space,
composed by mobile platform and immobile platform shaped like an equilateral triangle and three PSP chains
connecting the two platforms. The attachment angle of mobile platform center and three vertices A1, A2 and A3 is
120 °. Therefore, three chains are all spatial PSP chains. The 3 - PSP parallel structure is shown as Figure 1.

Figure 1. The 3 - PSP parallel structure.

DOF Calculation based on Kutzbach- Grunler Formula

DOF calculation formula Kutzbach- Grunler of traditional spatial mechanism is adopted to calculate the DOF of
parallel mechanism, the formula is as follows:
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Of which, F represents the DOF of mechanism; n represents number of components covering the rack; g stands for
the number of kinematic pair; if stands for DOF of ith kinematic pair.

DOF Calculation based on Screw Theory

Some analysis of screw theory to the spatial mechanism is very convenient and effective, and it is a common method
of robot mechanism study. One of the biggest advantages of screw theory is that all kinematic pair can be
represented by kinematic screw: revolute pair is screw with zero pitch; translational pair equals to screw with
infinite screw; screw pair is screw with limited pitch; cylindrical pair can be represented by coaxial revolute pair and
translational pair; spherical pair equals to concurrent noncoplanar 3 revolute pairs. So a mechanism constitutes a
screw system. Therefore, using screw theory to analyze the DOF of mechanism is more simple and convenient. The
screw system of branched chain 1 1A S T is shown as Figure 2.

Figure 2. The screw system of branched chain 1 1AS T

Due to the completely symmetry of 3 - PRP structure, analyze one of the branched chains 1 1AS T first, as shown in
Figure 2, establish coordinate O , let 1os q , move the vice screw at the bottom:

1 (0,0,0;0,0,1)S 
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Spherical pair is represented by revolute pair screw with three rotation axis to one point:

2 1(1,0,0;0, ,0)S q 3 1(0,1,0; ,0,0)S q  4 (0,0,1;0,0,0)S 

Translational pair screw intersected with spherical pair is as follows:

5 (0,0,0; , , )S e f g

In the formula, e, f, g represent components of the unit direction vector of spinor in three axes.

According to the reciprocal relationship of kinematic screw and constraint force screw in screw theory, inverted

screw of branched chain 1 1AS T is as follows: 1,1,0; ,0r q ffS
e e

    
 

Similarly, inverted screws of the other two branched chain is also a constraint force vector, the direction of which is
parallel to a particular straight line in xy plane, all acting on the terminal block center. Therefore, three constraint
force vectors existed in mobile platform are all perpendicular to z axis, it can be see that the three line vector forces
are distributed in different parallel plane. So 3-PSP parallel mechanism is a 3 DOFs spatial parallel mechanism that
can achieve mobile platform 2R1T.

THE KINEMATICS ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL MECHANISM

Kinematics analysis is the foundation of studying parallel mechanism, on the basis of kinematics analysis, the
mapping relation of driving input and movement output of mechanism can be obtained, the primary task of studying
kinematics is to build a constraint equation of mechanism kinematics.

To Establish the Coordinate

Based on the structure characteristics of spatial parallel mechanism and the adopted solving method, when carrying
out mathematical modeling of mechanism, the coordinate system and coordinates of some key points must be
defined accurately. In order to facilitate the research, establish vector and coordinate system as shown in Figure 3,
the original point B of absolute coordinate system B-xyz lie in the center of equilateral triangle 1 2 3A A A , X axis is
from b to 1A , y axis is parallel to 2 3A A , Z axis, is perpendicular to the immobile platform. Similarly, the original
point of relative coordinate system T-xyz lies in the center of mobile platform, the u axis is along the 1TS direction, v
axis is perpendicular to u axis, and w axis is perpendicular to the mobile platform, the output endpoint P is at the h
location in the z direction of coordinate system T-uvw. The iS represents three spherical pair, and B

is stands for
position vector of three spherical pair iS to coordinate system B - xyz origin, B

iq represents the vector of fixed point
iA pointing to spherical pair iS in the coordinate system B-xyz. The Bt and BP represent the vector of point T and

P to coordinate system B-xyz, ia represents position vector of fixed point iA , Th represents position vector of T in
the coordinate system T-uvw, and the others can be obtained in the same way. Therefore, the structure parameter of
mechanism has two in total including the radius for a circumcircle of platform 1 2 3A A A and the height from the
center of mobile platform to the output terminal.

Figure 3. The establishment of 3-PSP parallel mechanism coordinates.
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The Position Analysis of 3-PSP Parallel Mechanism

(1) The inverse kinematics solution of 3-PSP parallel mechanism

As shown in Figure 3, in absolute coordinate system  B , the vectors of origin to the endpoint of three branched
chains 1A , 2A , 3A are as follows:
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Because of the special configuration of mobile platform, the vectors of midpoint T of the mobile platform to each
center of spherical pair are:
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As for the spherical pair vectors of branched chain endpoint 1A , 2A , 3A to each corresponding branched chain, its
module is the height of drive spindle:

 0 0 , 1, 2,3TB
i iq q i 

The vectors of mobile platform center T and output terminal P in absolute coordinate system B are as follows:

   ,T TB B
T T T P P Pt x y z p x y z 

The vector of output endpoint in the coordinate system is:  0 0 TTh h

By the rotation matrix, the vector of connection point T to spherical pair iS obtained is:

 1,2,3B B T
i ib R b i 

From the figure, the vector relations can be obtained as follows:

,B B B B B T
Tt p h h R h  

Thus the motion constraint equations of the mechanism can be got as follows:

   1,2,3B B T T B B
i T i iq R b h p a i    

Each vector of branched chain 1, 2, 3 is plugged into the above formula, obtaining three equations. Of which,  ,
 and pz are known input variables, a and h are known structure parameters, the Newton iterative method can be
used to obtain the other 9 variables, then calculate the rod length q, therefore, the inverse kinematics solution of the
position of the mechanism can be got.

(2) The direct kinematics solution of 3 - PSP parallel mechanism solution

Parallel mechanism is opposite with serial mechanism, the inverse kinematics solution of parallel mechanism is
relatively easy, while the direct kinematics solution is very complex [9]. The coordinates of point T and three
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spherical pairs iS under the immobile coordinate system B-xyz have already known, therefore the length of
branched chain of mobile platform can be obtained as follows: i ib s t  ．

Then the coordinates of point P can be obtained: B B
hp t hs 

In the formula: 12 13

12 13
h
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According to unit vector of the rotation matrix, it can be obtained the following:
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Of which, i ib s t 

 Tx y z hw w w w s 

 Tx y zv v v v w u  

Therefore, the value of corresponding eulerian angles can be concluded:

 1 1 1tan , sin , tan yz
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Now, the direct kinematics solution can be obtained.

SIMULATION RESEARCH OF PARALLEL MECHANISM

Kinematics Simulation

This paper carries out three-dimensional modeling in UG, the main purposes of the kinematics simulation [10]: the
first is to simulate the motion output of 3-PSP parallel mechanism, verifying whether the mechanism design can
achieve the desired output; The second is to check the length range of each component and the route of kinematic
pair, and whether each rod exist interference phenomenon; The third is to inspect and evaluate speed and speed
acceleration characteristics of the mechanical system, when prismatic pair moving according to certain driving
functions. Kinematics simulation is divided into forward kinematics simulation and inverse kinematics simulation.

(1) Forward kinematics simulation: considering the distribution of DOF, when adding function, let the end have
changes in each DOF, the adding movement rules of drive prismatic pair are as follows:
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Of which, iq is the motion displacement of three drive prismatic pairs in guide rail, time stands for movement time,
setting at 5s, the number of step is 100.

The components of displacement changing curves of the output terminal in each coordinate variable are shown as
following Figure 4. From the Figure 4, it can be seen that the moving range of output terminal in xy direction is
much smaller, and it is caused by the rotation of mobile platform. Therefore, the range is much smaller. The
movement in z axis direction mainly depends on the up and down movement of three drive prismatic pair to drive its
movement, relating with slide block’s route, therefore, movement range is much larger.
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Figure 4. Displacement changing curves of the output terminal.

(2) Inverse kinematics simulation: the terminal trajectory planning of which is a cylindrical spiral curve along the up
and down direction, the motion law is as follows, the simulation time is 5s, and the number of step is 100.
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First is to obtain the Spline function curves of three driving prismatic pairs, and then add three driving functions into
the corresponding driving motors, getting the terminal displacement curve of mobile platform, as shown in Figure 5.
It can be seen from the picture that the output trajectory is consistent with the expected trajectory

Figure 5. The terminal displacement curve of mobile platform.

Dynamics Simulation

Dynamics analysis, based on the analysis of kinematics, under the condition of mechanism having rated load and
constraint, carries out research on power consumption of each driving motor and force analysis of each rod
component, and predicts its changing rules, so it has great guiding significance for the design of mechanism. Using
the simulation software, this paper carries out simulation analysis on two situations including without external load
and with external load 100 N, and the results are as shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. The driving force of three driving motors without external load.

Figure 7. The driving force of three driving motors with external load 100N.

When the terminal is without external load, it can be seen from the figure that the periods of output power and stress
change of three driving motors are 2 s, the range of driving force is from 7.55N-8.06N, the curve changes evenly;
When the terminal is applied a constant load of 100 N, the period of curve change is also 2s, the range of driving
force is from 39.73-41.25N, the curve changes evenly.

CONCLUSION

This research has carried out study on kinematics, motion characteristics and simulation of a kind of 3-PSP spatial
parallel mechanism which can achieve 2R1T, through the analysis, the conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) The structure of 3-PSP parallel mechanism and the specific distribution of degree of freedom have been analyzed.
After analyzing the compositions of mechanism, the traditional DOF formula is used to calculate DOF.

(2) Carrying out kinematics analysis of 3-PSP parallel mechanism, the first is to establish the kinematic constraint
equations, obtaining inverse kinematics solution; then rotation matrix is used to obtain direct kinematics solution.

(3) Finally, aiming at the kinematics and dynamics, carry out 3-dimensional simulation verification, the simulation
results and expected results are the same, providing guidance for later study.
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